
TORNADO
by Reid Simpson

One  would  think  by  looking  at  the  good  flat  countryside  in  the
background of the pictures that we here in West Texas have some of the
finest areas around and that we would be keen on retaining all 5-minute
max rules.

The truth of the matter is, we are restricted here by ranchers, cattle,
sheep, goat ropers and mesquite as severely as anywhere I have tried to
fly in the past. Flying is permitted on Saturday and Sunday mornings on
the Air Base where I am stationed and that is the sum extent of it. And,
even if we did have areas to fly on, the wind (not only here, but almost
every where in Texas) dictates that we stay with the 3-minute max rules.
The "Tornado" design developed since my return from a tour of  duty in
Germany is a product of this Texas area flying. With the adoption of the 3-
minute max at the Nationals, and the decrementing of engine runs in a fly-
off situation, a different breed of competition model is beginning to appear
on the flying scene. Long a standing and much embittered argument, the
3-minute max is finally emerging as a standard on the local contest circuit,
as well as in large regional meets. Flyers are realizing that with a shorter
chase and flying time aloft,  models are easier  to retrieve,  more time is
available to fly in other events, and more and more, with, flying sites at a
premium, the smaller fields can be effectively utilized for contest work.

This difficult breed is modeled after the “get high or go home” bombs
that  have  been  prevalent  over  the  last  fewyears  in  the  hands  of  the
“experts”. All these have been designed to get as high as possible in the
allotted  time.  Even in  their  hands,  some have and some haven't  been
successful.  Some,  such  as  the  “Nig-Nog”  and  the  “Dixielander”  have
proven to be worthy opponents in anyone's hands.

Both of  these have the following attributes:  built-in simple warps to
corkscrew them up,  thus utilizing all  available power safety,  trimmed by
incidence  to  provide  the  needed  turn  into  the  warp,  for  the  desired
corkscrew pattern, a thick stab section to provide safety in the climb and a
slow, floating glide, plus a rear fin to provide a safe, non-sensitive control
under  power.  The  “Tornado”  is  an  offspring  of  my  FAI  designs,  and
incorporates all the above mentioned factors. I also changed my trimming
techniques to take advantage of the plane's capabilities. I chose to make
the airplane as simple as possible, so anyone, kids or grown-ups alike,
could easily build this .049, trim it out and win with it. Granted, the size is
not as small as some of the “expert” bombs, but since weight is a decisive
factor in how high one can get with regressive engine runs, 6 ounces is an
ideal  weight  for  a  Tee-Dee  .049.  Optimum  stability  also  helped  in
determining the size. The “Ram-Rod 250”, as fine a 1/2A for it's time as
can  be  found,  proved  to  be  many  a  modeler's  downfall  through  it's
bewildering wildness when coupled to a Tee-Dee .049. Most rear-finned
bombs do not utilize down-thrust, instead a long tail moment arm furnishes
control under power. This "Tornado"design utilizes a shorter tail moment
arm (much easier to trim) with 6 degrees of down thrust to provide VTO
capabilities if desired.

The result of this merger of highly desired factors is a design which
reaches its full  flying speed almost instantly,  sets itself  into a controlled
vertical spiral climb pattern, and whips off the top into a slow, floating glide
without a bobble.

The wing and stab must season prior to testing, so let's begin with
them.

Wing Construction

Cut and notch all  wing ribs. Use .good, light,  straight-grained 1/16"
sheet stock. Taper all tip spars to 1/8" sq. as shown. Notch all the trailing
edge pieces, striving for a just-snug type fit.  Cover your plans with wax
paper to prevent the glue from sticking to the drawing. Pin the leading edge
pieces, all spars and the trailing edge pieces into place. Glue the wingtips
to the ends of the tip panels. 

After  allowing  time to  dry,  remove the wing panels  from the plans,
Next,  carve  and  sand  the  leading  edges  to  shape.  Pin  the  main  wing
panels down and block the tip panels into place at the correct  dihedral
angle. When in position, add the dihedral joint ribs.

The top tip spars are now cut to length and glued in position. Next, pin
the  center-section  panel  down  and  repeat  the  blocking  and  gluing
procedure with the main panels. Cut and glue all other top spars into place.

When entirely dry, remove the assembled wing from the building board
and add all gussets and dihedral braces. After carving the tips to shape,
sand the entire wing to a final, finished form. Reinforce all dihedral joints
with nylon or gauze. Rub three coats of glue into all  joints for strength.

The Stabilizer

Prior to covering, give the wing and stab three coats of 50/50 dope,
sanding lightly between coats. Cover the wing and stab with jap tissue, dry.
Apply the tissue to the wing with thinner, which soaks through the tissue
and softens the previously applied dope for adhesion, or if desired, utilize
50/50 dope in the same manner. Spray wing and stab with water to tighten
the tissue. Brush on two coats of thin dope and then apply tissue numbers
or trim with thinner. Finish doping the wing and stab, using six coats on the
wing and four on the stab. Let the stab and the wing season for at least a
week in a warm place. If you prefer, pin the stab down for this period of
time. For years, I have kept all my stabs pinned down, and I have found
this to be one of the surest methods of staying out of warp trouble.

About Warps

After the wing has seasoned for a week or two, get out the old tea pot
and let's either correct the present warps or set in the required ones. In
order to pattern this bird,  the following warps must  be present.  The left
wingtip (looking at the wing from the top), must have 1/8" washout, that is,
trailing edge up. The right wingtip should have 3/16" to 1/4" washout. The
right main panel must be washed-in 1/8" at the tip dihedral break. These
warps can be set in the following manner: if removing warps, hold the wing
over steam until the covering puffs and is covered with condensation, all
the while twisting the panel an equal amount in the opposite direction.

Immediately after removing the wing from the steam, either rub your
cheek across the surface of the panel, or rub the panel across your leg.
This saps the heat from the wing in a sudden manner and sets the warp.
Sight check to make sure the amount of the warp is as desired and repeat
the step to increase or decrease as needed. The same technique is used
for setting the initial warps, with the exception that only the desired amount
of the warp is held into the panel. Remember, it  is better to increase or
decrease these warps a little at a time. If you have a better technique to
build in these warps or add them, proceed accordingly.

The Fuselage Assembly

Cut the three pieces for the pylon from good 3/16" sheet, glue.and pin
flat to dry.  Next,  cut the pieces for the fin from the lightest 3/32" sheet
possible. This too should be glued together and pinned down until dry.

Select  good straight-grained 1/16"  sheeting for  the sides.  Trace the
outline, cut one side and pin down flat on an absolutely straight building
surface. Next, cut 3/32"x 1/2" top and bottom strips and glue and pin them
in place. Now cut a 3/32"xl/2" doubler for the rear of the fuselage and glue
in place. The bulkheads are also cut from 3/32"xl/2" stock and should be
glued in position at this time. 

Cut the four required doublers from 5/32" for the rear of the pylon. Glue
and pin two of  them in place as well  as the 5/32" square fuselage top
uprights that support the pylon on one side. Now glue the pylon and the fin
in position.  Cement all  the required pieces into place on the top of  the
pylon and fin. When all pieces are dry, remove the necessary pins and glue
the other side piece into place. Allow it to dry overnight, remove it from the
board and carve the other side to shape. The cheek cowls and firewall are
now installed. When dry, the cheek cowls can be carved to their finished
form. 

Glue lengths of 3/8" tapered trailing edge stock to the top sides of the
pylon.  Also  attach  the  wing  platform to  the  top  of  the  pylon.  Sand the
fuselage to its final smoothness and then reinforce the firewall area with
either nylon, gauze or fibreglass cloth and resin. Cut the stab platform from
.032 aluminum, bend it to shape and epoxy in place. Pre-dope the fuselage
with at  least three coats of 50/50 dope, sanding lightly after each coat.
Cover the fuselage with jap tissue and finish with six to eight coats of 50/50
dope. Epoxy the snuffer tube, the D.T. rubber band hook and rear D.T. line
guide into place.

Install the tank mount and engine, along with the engine timer and fuel
tubing. The D.T. line is installed with a small clip on the rear to fasten to the
stab hold-down. Run a line through the rear line guide and tie a large knot
to  allow only  enough line to  pass through the guide for  the stab to  be
elevated to a 40 degree angle when popped. Tie a small clip to the front
end of the line to fasten the D.T. rubber bands.

Assemble  the  entire  model  and align  the  wing  by  measuring  equal
distances from each wingtip to the rear of  the fuselage.  When properly
aligned,  key the wing in place with a split  1/8"  dia.  dowel.  Balance the
model to correct center of gravity as shown on the plans.



Flying Instructions

With the model properly balanced, hand glide the ship to obtain a slow,
floating  glide  to  the  right.  The  circle  in  the  glide  is  determined  by  the
amount of stab tilt, that is: the angle the stab flies in relation to the wing.
Looking at the model from the rear, the right side of the stab will be raised
for a right glide. Remember that the stab is mounted on a 3-point platform,
and as the glide tilt is shimmed into the model, it raises the front of the stab
and decreases the incidence of your model. Caution must be used when
adjusting  the  stab  as  it  will  effect  both  glide  and  power.  A  point  to
remember  is  that  when  shimming  on  the  side  positions,  the  amount
required under the trailing edge of the stab for equal adjustments is just
half of the side shim, be it adding or subtracting. As you hand glide, shim
incidence to speed up or slow down the glide.

For the initial test flights, put your prop on backwards and with 80 to
90% power use a 4 to 6 second engine run. Your model should climb with
a loose circle to the right at about a 60 degree angle. Too flat a climb would
indicate a lack of incidence. If the model has a round and round tendency
(like a loop laid on its side), it indicates too much incidence. In either case,
shim the rear of the stab accordingly.

Increase power and lengthen the engine run to 8 to 10 seconds. The
model should show a tendency to lay up around to the right, with the right
wing lifting, causing a twisting spiral. If the model has a tendency to go to
its left, it is usually a lack of incidence. If however, the model is going over
on its back and still going to the left, add a small amount of right rudder to
hold the ship into its climb pattern.

When satisfied with the climb, put the prop on frontwards and utilizing
full power, start your engine runs over at 4 to 6 seconds. Remember, more
speed  will  make  your  warps  more  effective,  so  becautious  in  your
adjustments. It should climb all  the way to the top with a twisting spiral
when property trimmed. If the model climbs almost all the way to the top
and then lays over and racetrack's to the right, shim just a slight amount of
incidence out of the stab (decrease). If the model gets almost to the top
and then straightens out so much that a good transition into the glide is not
possible, shi m a very minute amount of incidence into the stab to increase
the roll to the right. VTO launches are possible. If there is no wind, or very
little, VTO into the wind. If windy, VTO straight downwind. If there is quite a
bitof wind, hand launch.

Caution  taken in  trimming this  aircraft  will  resutt  in  a  machine  with
winning potential. Good luck and happy thermal hunting.


